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All 7s Starting A- 

AARRGHH AAGHHRR aargh (used to express disgust) [interj] 

ABALONE AABELNO edible shellfish [n -S] 

ABANDON AABDNNO to leave or give up completely [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

ABASERS AABERSS ABASER, one that abases (to lower in rank, prestige, or esteem) [n] 

ABASHED AABDEHS ABASH, to make ashamed or embarrassed [v] 

ABASHES AABEHSS ABASH, to make ashamed or embarrassed [v] 

ABASIAS AAABISS ABASIA, defect in muscular coordination in walking [n] 

ABASING AABGINS ABASE, to lower in rank, prestige, or esteem [v] 

ABATERS AABERST ABATER, one that abates (to reduce in degree or intensity) [n] 

ABATING AABGINT ABATE, to reduce in degree or intensity [v] 

ABATORS AABORST ABATOR, one that unlawfully seizes inheritance [n] 

ABATTIS AABISTT abatis (barrier made of felled trees) [n -ES] 

ABAXIAL AAABILX situated away from axis [adj] 

ABAXILE AABEILX abaxial (situated away from axis) [adj] 

ABBOTCY ABBCOTY abbacy (office of abbot (superior of monastery)) [n -CIES] 

ABDOMEN ABDEMNO body cavity containing viscera [n -S, -MINA] 

ABDUCED ABCDDEU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCES ABCDESU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCTS ABCDSTU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

ABELIAN AABEILN being commutative group in mathematics [adj] 

ABELIAS AABEILS ABELIA, Asian or Mexican shrub [n] 

ABETTAL AABELTT abetment (act of abetting (to encourage and support)) [n -S] 

ABETTED ABDEETT ABET, to encourage and support [v] 

ABETTER ABEERTT abettor (one that abets (to encourage and support)) [n -S] 

ABETTOR ABEORTT one that abets (to encourage and support) [n -S] 

ABEYANT AABENTY marked by abeyance [adj] 

ABFARAD AAABDFR unit of capacitance [n -S] 

ABHENRY ABEHNRY unit of inductance [n -RIES, -S] 

ABIDERS ABDEIRS ABIDER, one that abides (to accept without objection) [n] 

ABIDING ABDGIIN ABIDE, to accept without objection [v] 

ABIGAIL AABGIIL lady's maid [n -S] 

ABILITY ABIILTY quality of being able to do something [n -S] 

ABIOSES ABEIOSS ABIOSIS, absence of life [n] 

ABIOSIS ABIIOSS absence of life [n -SES] 

ABIOTIC ABCIIOT ABIOSIS, absence of life [adj] 

ABJURED ABDEJRU ABJURE, to renounce under oath [v] 

ABJURER ABEJRRU one that abjures (to renounce under oath) [n -S] 

ABJURES ABEJRSU ABJURE, to renounce under oath [v] 

ABLATED AABDELT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATES AABELST ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATOR AABLORT one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n -S] 

ABLAUTS AABLSTU ABLAUT, patterned change in root vowels of verb forms [n] 

ABLEISM ABEILMS prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n -S] 

ABLEIST ABEILST one that practices ableism [n -S] 

ABLINGS ABGILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

ABLUENT ABELNTU cleansing agent [n -S] 
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ABLUTED ABDELTU washed clean [adj] 

ABODING ABDGINO ABODE, ABIDE, to accept without objection [v] 

ABOLISH ABHILOS ABOLISHMENT [n] 

ABOLISH ABHILOS to do away with [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ABOLLAE AABELLO ABOLLA, cloak worn in ancient Rome [n] 

ABOMASA AAABMOS ABOMASUM, fourth stomach of ruminant [n] 

ABOMASI AABIMOS ABOMASUS, abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminant) [n] 

ABORTED ABDEORT ABORT, to bring forth fetus prematurely [v] 

ABORTER ABEORRT one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n -S] 

ABORTUS ABORSTU aborted fetus [n -ES] 

ABOUGHT ABGHOTU ABY, to pay penalty for [v] / ABYE [v] 

ABOULIA AABILOU abulia (loss of willpower) [n -S] 

ABOULIC ABCILOU ABOULIA, abulia (loss of willpower) [adj] 

ABOUNDS ABDNOSU ABOUND, to have large number or amount [v] 

ABRADED AABDDER ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABRADER AABDERR tool for abrading [n -S] 

ABRADES AABDERS ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABREACT AABCERT to release repressed emotions by reliving original traumatic experience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABREAST AABERST side by side [adv] 

ABRIDGE ABDEGIR to reduce length of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ABROACH AABCHOR astir (moving about) [adj] 

ABROSIA AABIORS fasting from food [n -S] 

ABSCESS ABCESSS to form abscess (localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ABSCISE ABCEISS to cut off [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ABSCOND ABCDNOS to depart suddenly and secretly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABSEILS ABEILSS ABSEIL, to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope) [v] 

ABSENCE ABCEENS state of being away [n -S] 

ABSENTS ABENSST ABSENT, to take or keep away [v] 

ABSINTH ABHINST absinthe (bitter liqueur) [n -S] 

ABSOLVE ABELOSV to free from consequences of action [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ABSORBS ABBORSS ABSORB, to take up or in [v] 

ABSTAIN AABINST to refrain voluntarily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABSURDS ABDRSSU ABSURD, condition in which man exists in irrational and meaningless universe [n] 

ABUBBLE ABBBELU bubbling [adj] 

ABULIAS AABILSU ABULIA, loss of willpower [n] 

ABUSERS ABERSSU ABUSER, one that abuses (to use wrongly or improperly) [n] 

ABUSING ABGINSU ABUSE, to use wrongly or improperly [v] 

ABUSIVE ABEISUV characterized by wrong or improper use [adj] 

ABUTTAL AABLTTU abutment (something that abuts (to touch along border)) [n -S] 

ABUTTED ABDETTU ABUT, to touch along border [v] 

ABUTTER ABERTTU one that abuts (to touch along border) [n -S] 

ABVOLTS ABLOSTV ABVOLT, unit of electromotive force [n] 

ABWATTS AABSTTW ABWATT, unit of power [n] 

ABYSMAL AABLMSY immeasurably deep [adj] 

ABYSSAL AABLSSY ABYSS, bottomless chasm [adj] 

ABYSSES ABESSSY ABYSS, bottomless chasm [n] 

ACACIAS AAACCIS ACACIA, flowering tree or shrub [n] 
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ACADEME AACDEEM place of instruction [n -S] 

ACADEMY AACDEMY secondary school [n -MIES] 

ACAJOUS AACJOSU ACAJOU, tropical tree [n] 

ACALEPH AACEHLP jellyfish [n -AE, -S] 

ACANTHA AAACHNT sharp spiny part [n -E] 

ACANTHI AACHINT ACANTHUS, prickly herb [n] 

ACAPNIA AAACINP lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n -S] 

ACARIDS AACDIRS ACARID, type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals) [n] 

ACARINE AACEINR acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n -S] 

ACAROID AACDIOR resembling acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [adj] 

ACAUDAL AAACDLU having no tail [adj] 

ACCEDED ACCDDEE ACCEDE, to consent (to permit or approve) [v] 

ACCEDER ACCDEER one that accedes (to consent (to permit or approve)) [n -S] 

ACCEDES ACCDEES ACCEDE, to consent (to permit or approve) [v] 

ACCENTS ACCENST ACCENT, to pronounce with prominence [v] 

ACCEPTS ACCEPST ACCEPT, to receive willingly [v] 

ACCIDIA AACCDII acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n -S] 

ACCIDIE ACCDEII acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n -S] 

ACCLAIM AACCILM to shout approval of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACCORDS ACCDORS ACCORD, to bring into agreement [v] 

ACCOSTS ACCOSST ACCOST, to approach and speak to first [v] 

ACCOUNT ACCNOTU to give explanation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACCRETE ACCEERT to grow together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACCRUAL AACCLRU act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n -S] 

ACCRUED ACCDERU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCRUES ACCERSU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCURST ACCRSTU accursed (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

ACCUSAL AACCLSU act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSED ACCDESU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACCUSER ACCERSU one that accuses (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSES ACCESSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACEDIAS AACDEIS ACEDIA, apathy (lack of emotion) [n] 

ACEQUIA AACEIQU irrigation ditch or canal [n -S] 

ACERATE AACEERT acerose (needle-shaped) [adj] 

ACERBER ABCEERR ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ACERBIC ABCCEIR acerb (sour (sharp or biting to taste)) [adj] 

ACEROLA AACELOR West Indian shrub [n -S] 

ACEROSE ACEEORS needle-shaped [adj] 

ACEROUS ACEORSU acerose (needle-shaped) [adj] 

ACETALS AACELST ACETAL, flammable liquid [n] 

ACETATE AACEETT salt of acetic acid [n -S] 

ACETIFY ACEFITY to convert into vinegar [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ACETINS ACEINST ACETIN, chemical compound [n] 

ACETONE ACEENOT flammable liquid [n -S]  

ACETOSE ACEEOST acetous (tasting like vinegar) [adj] 

ACETOUS ACEOSTU tasting like vinegar [adj] 

ACETYLS ACELSTY ACETYL, univalent radical [n] 
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ACHENES ACEEHNS ACHENE, type of fruit [n] 

ACHIEST ACEHIST ACHY, aching [adj] 

ACHIEVE ACEEHIV to carry out successfully [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ACHIOTE ACEHIOT yellowish red dye [n -S] 

ACHIRAL AACHILR pertaining to symmetrical molecule [adj] 

ACHOLIA AACHILO lack of bile [n -S] 

ACICULA AACCILU ACICULUM, bristlelike part [n] / needlelike part or process [n -E, -S] 

ACIDIFY ACDFIIY to convert into acid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ACIDITY ACDIITY sourness (quality or state of being sour) [n -TIES] 

ACIFORM ACFIMOR needle-shaped [adj] 

ACINOSE ACEINOS ACINUS, small, saclike division of gland [adj] 

ACINOUS ACINOSU ACINUS, small, saclike division of gland [adj] 

ACLINIC ACCIILN having no inclination [adj] 

ACMATIC AACCIMT ACME, highest point [adj] 

ACNODES ACDENOS ACNODE, element of mathematical set that is isolated from other elements [n] 

ACOLYTE ACELOTY assistant (one who assists) [n -S] 

ACONITE ACEINOT poisonous herb [n -S] 

ACORNED ACDENOR ACORN, fruit of oak tree [adj] 

ACQUEST ACEQSTU something acquired [n -S] 

ACQUIRE ACEIQRU to come into possession of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ACQUITS ACIQSTU ACQUIT, to free or clear from charge of fault or crime [v] 

ACRASIA AAACIRS lack of self-control [n -S]  

ACRASIN AACINRS substance secreted by cells of slime mold [n -S] 

ACRATIC AACCIRT ACRASIA, lack of self-control [adj] 

ACREAGE AACEEGR area in acres [n -S] 

ACRIDER ACDEIRR ACRID, sharp and harsh to taste or smell [adj] 

ACRIDLY ACDILRY in acrid (sharp and harsh to taste or smell) manner [adv] 

ACROBAT AABCORT one skilled in feats of agility and balance [n -S] 

ACROGEN ACEGNOR plant growing at apex only [n -S] 

ACROMIA AACIMOR ACROMION, outward end of shoulder blade [n] 

ACRONIC ACCINOR occurring at sunset [adj] 

ACRONYM ACMNORY word formed from initials of compound term or series of words [n -S]  

ACROTIC ACCIORT ACROTISM, weakness of pulse [adj] 

ACRYLIC ACCILRY type of resin [n -S] 

ACTABLE AABCELT suitable for performance on stage [adj] 

ACTINAL AACILNT having tentacles (elongated, flexible appendage of some animals) [adj] 

ACTINGS ACGINST ACTING, occupation of actor [n] 

ACTINIA AACIINT marine animal [n -E, -S] 

ACTINIC ACCIINT pertaining to actinism (property of radiant energy that effects chemical changes) [adj] 

ACTINON ACINNOT isotope of radon [n -S] 

ACTIONS ACINOST ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ACTIVES ACEISTV ACTIVE, participating member of organization [n] 

ACTORLY ACLORTY ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj] 

ACTRESS ACERSST female actor [n -ES]  

ACTUARY AACRTUY statistician who computes insurance risks and premiums [n -RIES] 

ACTUATE AACETTU to set into action or motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACULEUS ACELSUU sharp-pointed part [n -EI] 
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ACUMENS ACEMNSU ACUMEN, mental keenness [n] 

ACUTELY ACELTUY ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adv] 

ACUTEST ACESTTU ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adj] 

ACYCLIC ACCCILY not cyclic (moving in complete circles) [adj] 

ACYLATE AACELTY to introduce acyl into [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACYLOIN ACILNOY type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ADAGIAL AAADGIL ADAGE, traditional saying expressing common observation [adj] 

ADAGIOS AADGIOS ADAGIO, musical composition or movement played in slow tempo [n] 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S] 

ADAPTED AADDEPT ADAPT, to make suitable [v] 

ADAPTER AADEPRT one that adapts (to make suitable) [n -S] 

ADAPTOR AADOPRT adapter (one that adapts (to make suitable)) [n -S] 

ADAXIAL AAADILX situated on same side as [adj] 

ADDABLE AABDDEL ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase [adj] 

ADDAXES AADDESX ADDAX, large antelope [n] 

ADDEDLY ADDDELY additionally (in additional (pertaining to addition (something added)) manner) [adv] 

ADDENDA AADDDEN ADDENDUM, something added or to be added [n] 

ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n] 

ADDIBLE ABDDEIL capable of being added [adj] 

ADDICTS ACDDIST ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v] 

ADDLING ADDGILN ADDLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

ADDRESS ADDERSS to speak to [v -ED, -REST, -ING, -ES] 

ADDREST ADDERST ADDRESS, to speak to [v] 

ADDUCED ACDDDEU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCER ACDDERU one that adduces (to bring forward as evidence) [n -S] 

ADDUCES ACDDESU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCTS ACDDSTU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v] 

ADELGID ADDEGIL small insect [n -S] 

ADENINE ADEEINN alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

ADENOID ADDEINO enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n -S] 

ADENOMA AADEMNO tumor of glandular origin [n -S, -TA] 

ADENYLS ADELNSY ADENYL, univalent radical [n] 

ADEPTER ADEEPRT ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

ADEPTLY ADELPTY ADEPT, highly skilled [adv] 

ADHERED ADDEEHR ADHERE, to become or remain attached or close to something [v] 

ADHERER ADEEHRR one that adheres (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S] 

ADHERES ADEEHRS ADHERE, to become or remain attached or close to something [v] 

ADHIBIT ABDHIIT to take or let in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADIOSES ADEIOSS ADIOS, goodbye (concluding remark or gesture at parting) [n] 

ADIPOSE ADEIOPS animal fat [n -S] 

ADIPOUS ADIOPSU pertaining to adipose (animal fat) [adj] 

ADJOINS ADIJNOS ADJOIN, to lie next to [v] 

ADJOINT ADIJNOT type of mathematical matrix [n -S] 

ADJOURN ADJNORU to suspend until later time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADJUDGE ADDEGJU to determine judicially [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ADJUNCT ACDJNTU something attached in subordinate position [n -S] 
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ADJURED ADDEJRU ADJURE, to command solemnly [v] 

ADJURER ADEJRRU one that adjures (to command solemnly) [n -S] 

ADJURES ADEJRSU ADJURE, to command solemnly [v] 

ADJUROR ADJORRU adjurer (one that adjures (to command solemnly)) [n -S] 

ADJUSTS ADJSSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state [v] 

ADLANDS AADDLNS ADLAND, world of advertising [n] 

ADMIRAL AADILMR high-ranking naval officer [n -S] 

ADMIRED ADDEIMR ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADMIRER ADEIMRR one that admires (to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval) [n -S] 

ADMIRES ADEIMRS ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADMIXED ADDEIMX ADMIX, to mix (to put together into one mass) [v] 

ADMIXES ADEIMSX ADMIX, to mix (to put together into one mass) [v] 

ADNEXAL AADELNX ADNEXA, conjoined anatomical parts [adj] 

ADNOUNS ADNNOSU ADNOUN, adjective when used as noun [n] 

ADOPTED ADDEOPT ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means [v] 

ADOPTEE ADEEOPT one that is adopted [n -S] 

ADOPTER ADEOPRT one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

ADORERS ADEORRS ADORER, one that adores (to love deeply) [n] 

ADORING ADGINOR ADORE, to love deeply [v] 

ADORNED ADDENOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

ADORNER ADENORR one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

ADRENAL AADELNR endocrine gland [n -S] 

ADSORBS ABDORSS ADSORB, to gather on surface in condensed layer [v] 

ADSUKIS ADIKSSU ADSUKI, adzuki (edible seed of Asian plant) [n] 

ADULATE AADELTU to praise excessively [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADULTLY ADLLTUY in manner typical of adult [adv] 

ADVANCE AACDENV to move or cause to move ahead [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ADVECTS ACDESTV ADVECT, to convey or transport by flow of fluid [v] 

ADVENTS ADENSTV ADVENT, arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n] 

ADVERBS ABDERSV ADVERB, word used to modify verb, adjective, or other adverb [n] 

ADVERSE ADEERSV acting in opposition [adj] 

ADVERTS ADERSTV ADVERT, to call attention [v] 

ADVICES ACDEISV ADVICE, recommendation regarding decision or action [n] 

ADVISED ADDEISV ADVISE, to give advice to [v] 

ADVISEE ADEEISV one that is advised [n -S] 

ADVISER ADEIRSV one that advises (to give advice to) [n -S] 

ADVISES ADEISSV ADVISE, to give advice to [v] 

ADVISOR ADIORSV adviser (one that advises (to give advice to)) [n -S] 

ADWARES AADERSW ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

ADWOMAN AADMNOW woman employed in advertising business [n -MEN] 

ADWOMEN ADEMNOW ADWOMAN, woman employed in advertising business [n] 

ADZUKIS ADIKSUZ ADZUKI, edible seed of Asian plant [n] 

AECIDIA AACDEII AECIDIUM, aecium (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [n] 

AEDILES ADEEILS AEDILE, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

AEGISES AEEGISS AEGIS, protection [n] 

AENEOUS AEENOSU having greenish gold color [adj] 

AEOLIAN AAEILNO eolian (pertaining to wind) [adj] 
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AEONIAN AAEINNO eonian (everlasting) [adj] 

AERADIO AADEIOR Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

AERATED AADEERT AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATES AAEERST AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATOR AAEORRT one that aerates (to supply with air) [n -S] 

AERIALS AAEILRS AERIAL, antenna (metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves) [n] 

AERIEST AEEIRST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

AEROBAT AABEORT one that performs feats in aircraft [n -S]  

AEROBES ABEEORS AEROBE, organism that requires oxygen to live [n] 

AEROBIA AABEIOR AEROBIUM, aerobe (organism that requires oxygen to live) [n] 

AEROBIC ABCEIOR AEROBE, organism that requires oxygen to live [adj] 

AEROGEL AEEGLOR highly porous solid [n -S] 

AEROSAT AAEORST satellite for use in air-traffic control [n -S] 

AEROSOL AELOORS gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n -S] 

AERUGOS AEGORSU AERUGO, green film that forms on copper [n] 

AETATIS AAEISTT of age of [adj] 

AETHERS AEEHRST AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [n] 

AFEARED AADEEFR afeard (afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

AFFABLE AABEFFL easy to talk to [adj] 

AFFABLY AABFFLY AFFABLE, easy to talk to [adv] 

AFFAIRE AAEFFIR brief amorous relationship [n -S] 

AFFAIRS AAFFIRS AFFAIR, anything done or to be done [n] 

AFFECTS ACEFFST AFFECT, to give false appearance of [v] 

AFFIANT AAFFINT one who makes written declaration under oath [n -S] 

AFFICHE ACEFFHI poster [n -S] 

AFFINAL AAFFILN related by marriage [adj] 

AFFINED ADEFFIN closely related [adj] 

AFFINES AEFFINS AFFINE, relative by marriage [n] 

AFFIRMS AFFIMRS AFFIRM, to state positively [v] 

AFFIXAL AAFFILX pertaining to prefix or suffix [adj] 

AFFIXED ADEFFIX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

AFFIXER AEFFIRX one that affixes (to attach (to connect as associated part)) [n -S] 

AFFIXES AEFFISX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

AFFLICT ACFFILT to distress with mental or physical pain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AFFORDS ADFFORS AFFORD, to have sufficient means for [v] 

AFFRAYS AAFFRSY AFFRAY, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

AFFRONT AFFNORT to insult openly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AFGHANI AAFGHIN monetary unit of Afghanistan [n -S] 

AFGHANS AAFGHNS AFGHAN, woolen blanket or shawl [n] 

AFREETS AEEFRST AFREET, evil spirit in Arabic mythology [n] 

AFTMOST AFMOSTT nearest stern [adj] 

AFTOSAS AAFOSST AFTOSA, disease of hoofed mammals [n] 

AGAMETE AAEEGMT asexual reproductive cell [n -S] 

AGAMIDS AADGIMS AGAMID, Old World lizard [n] 

AGAMOUS AAGMOSU agamic (asexual (occurring or performed without sexual action)) [adj] 

AGAPEIC AACEGIP AGAPE, communal meal of fellowship [adj] 

AGARICS AACGIRS AGARIC, any of family of fungi [n] 
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AGAROSE AAEGORS sugar obtained from agar [n -S] 

AGATIZE AAEGITZ to cause to resemble agate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AGATOID AADGIOT AGATE, variety of quartz [adj] 

AGEINGS AEGGINS AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [n] 

AGEISMS AEGIMSS AGEISM, discrimination based on age [n] 

AGEISTS AEGISST AGEIST, advocate of ageism [n] 

AGELESS AEEGLSS never growing old [adj] 

AGELONG AEGGLNO lasting for long time [adj] 

AGEMATE AAEEGMT person of same age as another [n -S] 

AGENDAS AADEGNS AGENDA, list of things to be done [n] 

AGENDUM ADEGMNU item on agenda [n -S] 

AGENIZE AEEGINZ to treat with agene [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AGENTED ADEEGNT AGENT, to act as representative for [v] 

AGENTRY AEGNRTY office or duties of agent [n -RIES] 

AGGADAH AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

AGGADAS AAADGGS AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

AGGADIC AACDGGI haggadic (biblical narrative) [adj] 

AGGADOT AADGGOT AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] / AGGADAH [n] 

AGGRADE AADEGGR to fill with detrital material [v -D, -DING, -S] 

AGGRESS AEGGRSS to commit first act of hostility [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AGILELY AEGILLY AGILE, able to move quickly and easily [adv] 

AGILITY AGIILTY quality of being agile (able to move quickly and easily) [n -TIES] 

AGINNER AEGINNR one that is against change [n -S] 

AGISTED ADEGIST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

AGITATE AAEGITT to move with violent, irregular action [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AGITATO AAGIOTT fast and stirring -- used as musical direction [adj] 

AGLYCON ACGLNOY type of chemical compound [n -S] 

AGNAILS AAGILNS AGNAIL, piece of loose skin at base of fingernail [n] 

AGNATES AAEGNST AGNATE, relative on father's side [n] 

AGNATIC AACGINT AGNATE, relative on father's side [adj] 

AGNIZED ADEGINZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGNIZES AEGINSZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGNOMEN AEGMNNO additional name given to ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

AGNOSIA AAGINOS loss of ability to recognize familiar objects [n -S] 

AGONIES AEGINOS AGONY, extreme pain [n] 

AGONISE AEGINOS to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AGONISM AGIMNOS contest or struggle [n -S] 

AGONIST AGINOST one that is engaged in struggle [n -S] 

AGONIZE AEGINOZ to suffer extreme pain [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AGOROTH AGHOORT AGORA, marketplace in ancient Greece [n] 

AGOUTIS AGIOSTU AGOUTI, burrowing rodent [n] 

AGRAFES AAEFGRS AGRAFE, agraffe (ornamental clasp) [n] 

AGRAFFE AAEFFGR ornamental clasp [n -S] 

AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n AGRAPHA] 

AGRAVIC AACGIRV pertaining to condition of no gravitation [adj] 

AGROUND ADGNORU on ground [adv] 

AGYRIAS AAGIRSY AGYRIA, brain disease [n]  
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AHIMSAS AAHIMSS AHIMSA, Hindu principle of nonviolence [n] 

AIBLINS ABIILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

AIDLESS ADEILSS helpless (defenseless) [adj] 

AIGLETS AEGILST AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

AIGRETS AEGIRST AIGRET, aigrette (tuft of feathers worn as head ornament) [n] 

AIKIDOS ADIIKOS AIKIDO, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

AILMENT AEILMNT physical or mental disorder [n -S] 

AIMLESS AEILMSS lacking direction or purpose [adj] 

AINSELL AEILLNS own self [n -S] 

AIRBAGS AABGIRS AIRBAG, inflatable safety device in automobile [n] 

AIRBALL AABILLR to miss basket in basketball [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

AIRBASE AABEIRS military base for aircraft [n -S] 

AIRBOAT AABIORT boat used in swampy areas [n -S] 

AIRCREW ACEIRRW crew of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRDATE AADEIRT scheduled date of broadcast [n -S] 

AIRDROP ADIOPRR to drop from aircraft [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

AIRFARE AAEFIRR payment for travel by airplane [n -S] 

AIRFLOW AFILORW flow of air [n -S] 

AIRFOIL AFIILOR part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n -S] 

AIRGLOW AGILORW glow in upper atmosphere [n -S] 

AIRHEAD AADEHIR stupid person [n -S] 

AIRHOLE AEHILOR hole to let air in or out [n -S] 

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

AIRINGS AGIINRS AIRING, exposure to air [n] 

AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj] 

AIRLIFT AFIILRT to transport by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRLIKE AEIIKLR resembling air [adj] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

AIRLOCK ACIKLOR blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n -S] 

AIRMAIL AAIILMR to send mail by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRPARK AAIKPRR small airport [n -S] 

AIRPLAY AAILPRY playing of record on radio program [n -S] 

AIRPORT AIOPRRT tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRPOST AIOPRST system of conveying mail by airplane [n -S] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 

AIRSHIP AHIIPRS lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n -S] 

AIRSHOT AHIORST aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

AIRSHOW AHIORSW exhibition of aircraft stunts [n -S] 

AIRSICK ACIIKRS nauseated from flying in airplane [adj] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

AIRSOME AEIMORS cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] 

AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

AIRTIME AEIIMRT time when broadcast begins [n -S] 

AIRTING AGIINRT AIRT, to guide (to show way to) [v] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT aerial cable car [n -S] 

AIRVACS AACIRSV AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 
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AIRWARD AADIRRW toward sky [adv] 

AIRWAVE AAEIRVW medium of radio and television transmission [n -S] 

AIRWAYS AAIRSWY AIRWAY, passageway in which air circulates [n] 

AIRWISE AEIIRSW skillful in aviation [adj] 

AITCHES ACEHIST AITCH, letter H [n] 

AJOWANS AAJNOSW AJOWAN, fruit of Egyptian plant [n] 

AKEBIAS AABEIKS AKEBIA, climbing shrub [n] 

AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S] 

AKRATIC AACIKRT AKRASIA, acrasia (lack of self-control) [adj] 

AKVAVIT AAIKTVV aquavit (Scandinavian liquor) [n -S] 

ALAMEDA AAADELM shaded walkway [n -S] 

ALAMODE AADELMO silk fabric [n -S] 

ALANINE AAEILNN amino acid [n -S] 

ALANINS AAILNNS ALANIN, alanine (amino acid) [n] 

ALANYLS AALLNSY ALANYL, univalent radical [n] 

ALARMED AADELMR ALARM, to frighten by sudden revelation of possible injury [v] 

ALARUMS AALMRSU ALARUM, to alarm (to frighten by sudden revelation of possible injury) [v] 

ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

ALATION AAILNOT state of having wings [n -S] 

ALBATAS AAABLST ALBATA, alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc [n] 

ALBEDOS ABDELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n] 

ALBINAL AABILLN albinic (pertaining to albinism (condition of being albino)) [adj] 

ALBINIC ABCIILN pertaining to albinism (condition of being albino) [adj] 

ALBINOS ABILNOS ALBINO, organism lacking normal pigmentation [n] 

ALBITES ABEILST ALBITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ALBITIC ABCIILT ALBITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

ALBIZIA AABIILZ tropical tree [n -S] 

ALBUMEN ABELMNU white of egg [n -S] 

ALBUMIN ABILMNU simple protein [n -S] 

ALCADES AACDELS ALCADE, alcalde (mayor of Spanish town) [n] 

ALCAICS AACCILS ALCAIC, type of verse form [n] 

ALCAIDE AACDEIL commander of Spanish fortress [n -S] 

ALCALDE AACDELL mayor of Spanish town [n -S] 

ALCAYDE AACDELY alcaide (commander of Spanish fortress) [n -S] 

ALCAZAR AAACLRZ Spanish fortress or palace [n -S] 

ALCHEMY ACEHLMY medieval form of chemistry [n -MIES] 

ALCHYMY ACHLMYY alchemy (medieval form of chemistry) [n -MIES] 

ALCOHOL ACHLLOO flammable liquid [n -S] 

ALCOOLS ACLLOOS ALCOOL, alcoholic liquor [n] 

ALCOPOP ACLOOPP flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n -S] 

ALCOVED ACDELOV ALCOVE, recessed section of room [adj] 

ALCOVES ACELOSV ALCOVE, recessed section of room [n] 

ALDOSES ADELOSS ALDOSE, type of sugar [n] 

ALDRINS ADILNRS ALDRIN, insecticide [n] 

ALEGARS AAEGLRS ALEGAR, sour ale [n] 

ALEMBIC ABCEILM apparatus formerly used in distilling [n -S] 
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ALENCON ACELNNO needlepoint lace [n -S] 

ALERTED ADEELRT ALERT, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

ALERTER AEELRRT ALERT, ready for sudden action [adj] 

ALERTLY AELLRTY ALERT, ready for sudden action [adv] 

ALEURON AELNORU aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n -S] 

ALEVINS AEILNSV ALEVIN, young fish [n] 

ALEWIFE AEEFILW marine fish [n -IVES] 

ALEXIAS AAEILSX ALEXIA, cerebral disorder marked by loss of ability to read [n] 

ALEXINE AEEILNX alexin (substance in blood that aids in destruction of bacteria) [n -S] 

ALEXINS AEILNSX ALEXIN, substance in blood that aids in destruction of bacteria [n] 

ALFAKIS AAFIKLS ALFAKI, alfaqui (teacher of Muslim law) [n] 

ALFALFA AAAFFLL plant cultivated for use as hay and forage [n -S] 

ALFAQUI AAFILQU teacher of Muslim law [n -S] 

ALFORJA AAFJLOR leather bag [n -S] 

ALFREDO ADEFLOR served with white cheese sauce [adj] 

ALGEBRA AABEGLR branch of mathematics [n -S] 

ALIASED AADEILS ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIASES AAEILSS ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIBIED ABDEIIL ALIBI, to make excuses for oneself [v] 

ALIBIES ABEIILS ALIBI, to make excuses for oneself [v] 

ALIDADE AADDEIL device used in angular measurement [n -S] 

ALIDADS AADDILS ALIDAD, alidade (device used in angular measurement) [n] 

ALIENED ADEEILN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

ALIENER AEEILNR alienor (one that transfers property) [n -S] 

ALIENLY AEILLNY in foreign (situated outside place or country) manner [adv] 

ALIENOR AEILNOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

ALIFORM AFILMOR shaped like wing [adj] 

ALIGHTS AGHILST ALIGHT, to come down from something [v] 

ALIGNED ADEGILN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

ALIGNER AEGILNR one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n -S] 

ALIMENT AEILMNT to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALIMONY AILMNOY allowance paid to woman by her divorced husband [n -NIES]  

ALINERS AEILNRS ALINER, aligner (one that aligns (to arrange in straight line)) [n] 

ALINING AGIILNN ALINE, to align (to arrange in straight line) [v] 

ALIPEDS ADEILPS ALIPED, animal having membrane connecting toes [n] 

ALIQUOT AILOQTU number that divides evenly into another [n -S] 

ALIUNDE ADEILNU from source extrinsic to matter at hand [adv] 

ALIYAHS AAHILSY ALIYAH, immigration of Jews to Israel [n] 

ALIYOTH AHILOTY ALIYAH, immigration of Jews to Israel [n] 

ALKALIC AACIKLL ALKALI, type of chemical compound [adj] 

ALKALIN AAIKLLN alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [adj] 

ALKALIS AAIKLLS ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKANES AAEKLNS ALKANE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKANET AAEKLNT European plant [n -S] 

ALKENES AEEKLNS ALKENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKINES AEIKLNS ALKINE, alkyne (type of chemical compound) [n] 
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ALKYLIC ACIKLLY ALKYL, univalent radical [adj] 

ALKYNES AEKLNSY ALKYNE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALLAYED AADELLY ALLAY, to reduce in intensity or severity [v] 

ALLAYER AAELLRY one that allays (to reduce in intensity or severity) [n -S] 

ALLEGED ADEEGLL ALLEGE, to assert without proof or before proving [v] 

ALLEGER AEEGLLR one that alleges (to assert without proof or before proving) [n -S] 

ALLEGES AEEGLLS ALLEGE, to assert without proof or before proving [v] 

ALLEGRO AEGLLOR musical passage played in rapid tempo [n -S] 

ALLELES AEELLLS ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [n] 

ALLELIC ACEILLL ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [adj] 

ALLERGY AEGLLRY state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things [n -GIES] 

ALLHEAL AAEHLLL medicinal herb [n -S] 

ALLIAKS AAIKLLS ALLIAK, Inuit sledge [n] 

ALLICIN ACIILLN liquid compound [n -S] 

ALLIUMS AILLMSU ALLIUM, bulbous herb [n] 

ALLOBAR AABLLOR change in barometric pressure [n -S] 

ALLODIA AADILLO ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [n] 

ALLONGE AEGLLNO addition to document [n -S] 

ALLONYM ALLMNOY name of one person assumed by another [n -S] 

ALLOVER AELLORV fabric having pattern extending over entire surface [n -S] 

ALLOWED ADELLOW ALLOW, to put no obstacle in way of [v] 

ALLOXAN AALLNOX chemical compound [n -S] 

ALLOYED ADELLOY ALLOY, to combine to form alloy (homogenous mixture of metals) [v] 

ALLSEED ADEELLS plant having many seeds [n -S] 

ALLUDED ADDELLU ALLUDE, to make indirect reference [v] 

ALLUDES ADELLSU ALLUDE, to make indirect reference [v] 

ALLURED ADELLRU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALLURER AELLRRU one that allures (to attract with something desirable) [n -S] 

ALLURES AELLRSU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALLUVIA AAILLUV ALLUVIUM, detrital material deposited by running water [n] 

ALLYING AGILLNY ALLY, to unite in formal relationship [v] 

ALLYLIC ACILLLY ALLYL, univalent radical [adj] 

ALMANAC AAACLMN annual publication containing general information [n -S] 

ALMEMAR AAELMMR bema (platform in synagogue) [n -S] 

ALMNERS AELMNRS ALMNER, almoner (one that distributes alms) [n] 

ALMONDS ADLMNOS ALMOND, edible nut of small tree [n] 

ALMONDY ADLMNOY ALMOND, edible nut of small tree [adj] 

ALMONER AELMNOR one that distributes alms [n -S] 

ALMONRY ALMNORY place where alms are distributed [n -RIES] 

ALMSMAN AALMMNS one who receives alms (money or goods given to poor) [n -MEN] 

ALMSMEN AELMMNS ALMSMAN, one who receives alms (money or goods given to poor) [n] 

ALMUCES ACELMSU ALMUCE, hooded cape [n] 

ALMUDES ADELMSU ALMUDE, almud (Spanish unit of capacity) [n] 

ALNICOS ACILNOS ALNICO, alloy containing aluminum, nickel, and cobalt [n] 

ALODIAL AADILLO ALODIUM, allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [adj] 

ALODIUM ADILMOU allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [n -IA]  

ALOETIC ACEILOT ALOE, African plant [adj] 
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ALOOFLY AFLLOOY ALOOF, distant in interest or feeling [adv] 

ALPACAS AAACLPS ALPACA, ruminant mammal [n] 

ALPHORN AHLNOPR wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n -S] 

ALPHYLS AHLLPSY ALPHYL, univalent radical [n] 

ALPINES AEILNPS ALPINE, plant native to high mountain regions [n] 

ALREADY AADELRY by this time [adv] 

ALRIGHT AGHILRT satisfactory (adequate (sufficient for specific requirement)) [adj] 

ALSIKES AEIKLSS ALSIKE, European clover [n] 

ALTERED ADEELRT ALTER, to make different [v] 

ALTERER AEELRRT one that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S] 

ALTHEAS AAEHLST ALTHEA, flowering plant [n] 

ALTHORN AHLNORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

ALTHOUGH AGHHLOTU despite the fact that [conj] 

ALTOIST AILOSTT one who plays alto saxophone [n -S] 

ALUDELS ADELLSU ALUDEL, pear-shaped vessel [n] 

ALUMINA AAILMNU oxide of aluminum [n -S] 

ALUMINE AEILMNU alumina (oxide of aluminum) [n -S] 

ALUMINS AILMNSU ALUMIN, alumina (oxide of aluminum) [n] 

ALUMNAE AAELMNU ALUMNA, female graduate [n] 

ALUMNUS ALMNSUU male graduate [n -NI] 

ALUNITE AEILNTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ALVEOLI AEILLOV ALVEOLUS, small anatomical cavity [n] 

ALYSSUM ALMSSUY flowering plant [n -S] 

AMADOUS AADMOSU AMADOU, substance prepared from fungi for use as tinder [n] 

AMALGAM AAAGLMM alloy of mercury with another metal [n -S] 

AMANITA AAAIMNT any of genus of poisonous fungi [n -S] 

AMARONE AAEMNOR dry red wine [n -S] 

AMASSED AADEMSS AMASS, to gather (to bring together into one place or group) [v] 

AMASSER AAEMRSS one that amasses (to gather (to bring together into one place or group)) [n -S] 

AMASSES AAEMSSS AMASS, to gather (to bring together into one place or group) [v] 

AMATEUR AAEMRTU one that engages in activity for pleasure [n -S] 

AMATIVE AAEIMTV amorous (pertaining to love) [adj] 

AMATOLS AALMOST AMATOL, powerful explosive [n] 

AMATORY AAMORTY pertaining to sexual love [adj] 

AMAUTIK AAIKMTU Inuit woman's parka [n -S] 

AMAUTIS AAIMSTU AMAUTI, amautik (Inuit woman's parka) [n] 

AMAZING AAGIMNZ AMAZE, to overwhelm with surprise or wonder [v] 

AMAZONS AAMNOSZ AMAZON, tall, powerful woman [n] 

AMBAGES AABEGMS AMBAGE, winding path [n] 

AMBARIS AABIMRS AMBARI, ambary (East Indian plant) [n] 

AMBEERS ABEEMRS AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

AMBIENT ABEIMNT ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n -S] 

AMBLERS ABELMRS AMBLER, one that ambles (to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner)) [n] 

AMBLING ABGILMN AMBLE, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

AMBOINA AABIMNO amboyna (mottled wood of Indonesian tree) [n -S] 

AMBONES ABEMNOS AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 
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AMBOYNA AABMNOY mottled wood of Indonesian tree [n -S] 

AMBRIES ABEIMRS AMBRY, recess in church wall for sacred vessels [n] 

AMBROID ABDIMOR synthetic amber [n -S] 

AMBSACE AABCEMS bad luck [n -S] 

AMEBEAN AABEEMN alternately responding [adj] 

AMEBOID ABDEIMO AMEBA, amoeba (unicellular microscopic organism) [adj] 

AMENDED ADDEEMN AMEND, to improve (to make better) [v] 

AMENDER ADEEMNR one that amends (to improve (to make better)) [n -S] 

AMENITY AEIMNTY quality of being pleasant or agreeable [n -TIES] 

AMENTIA AAEIMNT mental deficiency [n -S] 

AMENTUM AEMMNTU ament (mentally deficient person) [n -TA] 

AMERCED ACDEEMR AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

AMERCER ACEEMRR one that amerces (to punish by imposing arbitrary fine) [n -S] 

AMERCES ACEEMRS AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

AMESACE AACEEMS ambsace (bad luck) [n -S] 

AMIABLE AABEILM having pleasant disposition [adj] 

AMIABLY AABILMY AMIABLE, having pleasant disposition [adv] 

AMIDASE AADEIMS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

AMIDINE ADEIIMN type of chemical compound [n -S] 

AMIDINS ADIIMNS AMIDIN, soluble matter of starch [n] 

AMIDOLS ADILMOS AMIDOL, chemical compound [n] 

AMIDONE ADEIMNO chemical compound [n -S] 

AMINITY AIIMNTY state of being amine (type of chemical compound) [n -TIES] 

AMIRATE AAEIMRT rank of amir [n -S] 

AMITIES AEIIMST AMITY, friendship (state of being friend) [n] 

AMMETER AEEMMRT instrument for measuring amperage [n -S] 

AMMINES AEIMMNS AMMINE, type of chemical compound [n] 

AMMONAL AALMMNO powerful explosive [n -S] 

AMMONIA AAIMMNO pungent gas [n -S] 

AMMONIC ACIMMNO pertaining to ammonia (pungent gas) [adj] 

AMNESIA AAEIMNS loss of memory [n -S] 

AMNESIC ACEIMNS amnesiac (one suffering from amnesia) [n -S] 

AMNESTY AEMNSTY to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES] 

AMNIONS AIMNNOS AMNION, membranous sac enclosing embryo [n] 

AMNIOTE AEIMNOT vertebrate that develops amnion during embryonic stage [n -S] 

AMOEBAE AABEEMO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [n] 

AMOEBAN AABEMNO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

AMOEBAS AABEMOS AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [n] 

AMOEBIC ABCEIMO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

AMONGST AGMNOST among (in midst of) [prep] 

AMORINI AIIMNOR AMORINO, amoretto (cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love)) [n] 

AMORINO AIMNOOR amoretto (cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love)) [n -NI] 

AMORIST AIMORST lover (one that loves another) [n -S] 

AMOROSO AMOOORS type of wine [n -S] 

AMOROUS AMOORSU pertaining to love [adj] 

AMOSITE AEIMOST type of asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

AMOTION AIMNOOT removal of corporate officer from his office [n -S] 
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AMOUNTS AMNOSTU AMOUNT, to combine to yield sum [v] 

AMPERES AEEMPRS AMPERE, unit of electric current strength [n] 

AMPHORA AAHMOPR narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

AMPLEST AELMPST AMPLE, abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

AMPLIFY AFILMPY to make larger or more powerful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

AMPOULE AELMOPU ampule (small glass vial) [n -S] 

AMPULES AELMPSU AMPULE, small glass vial [n] 

AMPULLA AALLMPU globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n -E] 

AMPUTEE AEEMPTU one that has had limb amputated [n -S] 

AMREETA AAEEMRT amrita (beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology) [n -S] 

AMRITAS AAIMRST AMRITA, beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology [n] 

AMTRACK AACKMRT amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n -S] 

AMTRACS AACMRST AMTRAC, military vehicle equipped to move on land and water [n] 

AMTRAKS AAKMRST AMTRAK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

AMULETS AELMSTU AMULET, object worn to protect against evil or injury [n] 

AMUSERS AEMRSSU AMUSER, one that amuses (to occupy pleasingly) [n] 

AMUSIAS AAIMSSU AMUSIA, inability to recognize musical sounds [n] 

AMUSING AGIMNSU AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [v] 

AMUSIVE AEIMSUV amusing [adj] 

AMYLASE AAELMSY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

AMYLENE AEELMNY flammable liquid [n -S] 

AMYLOID ADILMOY hard protein deposit resulting from degeneration of tissue [n -S] 

AMYLOSE AELMOSY relatively soluble component of starch [n -S] 

AMYLUMS ALMMSUY AMYLUM, starch (solid carbohydrate) [n] 

ANADEMS AADEMNS ANADEM, wreath for head [n] 

ANAEMIA AAAEIMN anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S] 

ANAEMIC AACEIMN ANAEMIA, anemia (disorder of blood) [adj] 

ANAGENS AAEGNNS ANAGEN, hair growth period [n]  

ANAGOGE AAEGGNO spiritual interpretation of words [n -S] 

ANAGOGY AAGGNOY anagoge (spiritual interpretation of words) [n -GIES] 

ANAGRAM AAAGMNR to transpose letters of word or phrase to form new one [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

ANALGIA AAAGILN inability to feel pain [n -S] 

ANALITY AAILNTY type of psychological state [n -TIES] 

ANALOGS AAGLNOS ANALOG, analogue (something that bears analogy to something else) [n] 

ANALOGY AAGLNOY resemblance in some respects between things otherwise unlike [n -GIES] 

ANALYSE AAELNSY to analyze (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANALYST AALNSTY one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n -S] 

ANALYTE AAELNTY substance being analyzed [n -S] 

ANALYZE AAELNYZ to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANANKES AAEKNNS ANANKE, compelling necessity in ancient Greek religion [n] 

ANAPEST AAENPST type of metrical foot [n -S] 

ANAPHOR AAHNOPR word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n -S] 

ANARCHS AACHNRS ANARCH, advocate of anarchy [n] 

ANARCHY AACHNRY absence of government [n -HIES]  

ANATASE AAAENST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANATOMY AAMNOTY structure of organism [n -MIES] 
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ANATTOS AANOSTT ANATTO, annatto (yellowish-red dye) [n] 

ANCHORS ACHNORS ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 

ANCHOVY ACHNOVY small food fish [n -VIES] 

ANCHUSA AACHNSU hairy-stemmed plant [n -S] 

ANCIENT ACEINNT one who lived in ancient times [n -S] 

ANCILLA AACILLN helper (one that helps (to give assistance to)) [n -E, -S] 

ANCONAL AACLNNO ANCON, elbow [adj] 

ANCONES ACENNOS ANCON, elbow [n] / ANCONE [n] 

ANCRESS ACENRSS female recluse [n -ES] 

ANDANTE AADENNT moderately slow musical passage [n -S] 

ANDIRON ADINNOR metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n -S] 

ANDROID ADDINOR synthetic man [n -S] 

ANEARED AADEENR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANELING AEGILNN ANELE, to anoint (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [v] 

ANEMIAS AAEIMNS ANEMIA, disorder of blood [n] 

ANEMONE AEEMNNO flowering plant [n -S] 

ANERGIA AAEGINR anergy (lack of energy) [n -S] 

ANERGIC ACEGINR ANERGY, lack of energy [adj] 

ANEROID ADEINOR type of barometer [n -S] 

ANESTRI AEINRST ANESTRUS, period of sexual dormancy [n] 

ANETHOL AEHLNOT anethole (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ANEURIN AEINNRU thiamine (B vitamin) [n -S] 

ANGAKOK AAGKKNO Inuit medicine man [n -S] 

ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

ANGELED ADEEGLN ANGEL, to support financially [v] 

ANGELIC ACEGILN pertaining to angel (winged celestial being) [adj] 

ANGELUS AEGLNSU Roman Catholic prayer [n -ES] 

ANGERED ADEEGNR ANGER, to make angry [v] 

ANGERLY AEGLNRY in angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) manner [adv] 

ANGINAL AAGILNN ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [adj] 

ANGINAS AAGINNS ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [n] 

ANGIOMA AAGIMNO tumor composed of blood or lymph vessels [n -S, -TA] 

ANGLERS AEGLNRS ANGLER, one that angles (to fish with hook and line) [n] 

ANGLICE ACEGILN in readily understood English [adv] 

ANGLING AGGILNN ANGLE, to fish with hook and line [v] 

ANGLING AGGILNN sport of fishing [n -S] 

ANGORAS AAGNORS ANGORA, long, silky hair of domestic goat [n] 

ANGRIER AEGINRR ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adj] 

ANGRILY AGILNRY ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adv] 

ANGUINE AEGINNU resembling snake [adj] 

ANGUISH AGHINSU to suffer extreme pain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ANGULAR AAGLNRU having sharp corners [adj] 

ANHINGA AAGHINN aquatic bird [n -S] 

ANILINE AEIILNN chemical compound [n -S] 

ANILINS AIILNNS ANILIN, aniline (chemical compound) [n] 

ANILITY AIILNTY state of being anile (resembling old woman) [n -TIES] 

ANIMACY AACIMNY state of being alive (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [n -CIES] 
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ANIMALS AAILMNS ANIMAL, living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [n] 

ANIMATE AAEIMNT to give life to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANIMATI AAIIMNT ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANIMATO AAIMNOT musical passage played in lively manner [n -TI, -S] 

ANIMISM AIIMMNS belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n -S] 

ANIMIST AIIMNST adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n -S]  

ANIONIC ACIINNO ANION, negatively charged ion [adj] 

ANISEED ADEEINS seed of anise used as flavoring [n -S] 

ANISOLE AEILNOS chemical compound [n -S] 

ANKLETS AEKLNST ANKLET, ornament for ankle [n] 

ANKLING AGIKLNN ANKLE, to walk (to advance on foot) [v] 

ANKUSES AEKNSSU ANKUS, elephant goad [n] 

ANLACES AACELNS ANLACE, medieval dagger [n] 

ANLAGEN AAEGLNN ANLAGE, initial cell structure from which embryonic organ develops [n] 

ANLAGES AAEGLNS ANLAGE, initial cell structure from which embryonic organ develops [n] 

ANLASES AAELNSS ANLAS, anlace (medieval dagger) [n] 

ANNATES AAENNST first year's revenue of bishop paid to pope [n -S] 

ANNATTO AANNOTT yellowish-red dye [n -S] 

ANNEALS AAELNNS ANNEAL, to toughen (to make tough) [v] 

ANNELID ADEILNN any of phylum of segmented worms [n -S] 

ANNEXED ADEENNX ANNEX, to add or attach [v] 

ANNEXES AEENNSX ANNEX, to add or attach [v] 

ANNEXES AEENNSX ANNEXE, something added or attached [n]  

ANNONAS AANNNOS ANNONA, tropical tree [n] 

ANNOYED ADENNOY ANNOY, to be troublesome to [v] 

ANNOYER AENNORY one that annoys (to be troublesome to) [n -S] 

ANNUALS AALNNSU ANNUAL, publication issued once year [n] 

ANNUITY AINNTUY allowance or income paid at regular intervals [n -TIES] 

ANNULAR AALNNRU shaped like ring [adj] 

ANNULET AELNNTU small ring [n -S] 

ANNULUS ALNNSUU ring or ringlike part [n -LI, -ES] 

ANODISE ADEINOS to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANODIZE ADEINOZ to coat with protective film by chemical means [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ANODYNE ADENNOY medicine that relieves pain [n -S] 

ANOINTS AINNOST ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANOLYTE AELNOTY part of electricity-conducting solution nearest anode [n -S] 

ANOMALY AALMNOY deviation from common rule, type, or form [n -LIES] 

ANOMIES AEIMNOS ANOMIE, collapse of social structures governing given society [n] / ANOMY [n] 

ANONYMS AMNNOSY ANONYM, false or assumed name [n] 

ANOPIAS AAINOPS ANOPIA, anoopsia (visual defect) [n] 

ANOPSIA AAINOPS anoopsia (visual defect) [n -S] 

ANORAKS AAKNORS ANORAK, parka (hooded garment) [n] 

ANOREXY AENORXY anorexia (loss of appetite) [n -XIES] 

ANOSMIA AAIMNOS loss of sense of smell [n -S] 

ANOSMIC ACIMNOS ANOSMIA, loss of sense of smell [adj] 

ANOTHER AEHNORT one more [adj] 

ANOXIAS AAINOSX ANOXIA, absence of oxygen [n] 
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ANSATED AADENST ansate (having handle) [adj] 

ANSWERS AENRSSW ANSWER, to say, write, or act in return [v] 

ANTACID AACDINT substance that neutralizes acid [n -S] 

ANTBEAR AABENRT aardvark (African mammal) [n -S] 

ANTEFIX AEFINTX upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n -A, -AE, -ES] 

ANTEING AEGINNT ANTE, to put fixed stake into pot before cards are dealt in poker [v] 

ANTENNA AAENNNT metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n -E, -S] 

ANTHEMS AEHMNST ANTHEM, to praise in song [v] 

ANTHERS AEHNRST ANTHER, pollen-bearing part of stamen [n] 

ANTHILL AHILLNT mound formed by ants in building their nest [n -S] 

ANTHOID ADHINOT resembling flower [adj] 

ANTHRAX AAHNRTX infectious disease [n -ACES, -ES] 

ANTHROS AHNORST ANTHRO, anthropology [n] 

ANTIAIR AAIINRT directed against attacking aircraft [adj] 

ANTIARS AAINRST ANTIAR, arrow poison [n] 

ANTIBUG ABGINTU effective against bugs [adj] 

ANTICAR AACINRT opposed to cars (automobile) [adj] 

ANTICKS ACIKNST ANTICK, to antic (to act in clownish manner) [v] 

ANTICLY ACILNTY in clownish (resembling or befitting clown) manner [adv] 

ANTIFAS AAFINST ANTIFA, opposer of fascism [n]  

ANTIFAT AAFINTT preventing formation of fat [adj] 

ANTIFLU AFILNTU combating flu (virus disease) [adj] 

ANTIFOG AFGINOT preventing buildup of moisture on surface [adj] 

ANTIFUR AFINRTU opposed to wearing of animal furs [adj] 

ANTIGAY AAGINTY opposed to homosexuals (homosexual) [adj] 

ANTIGEN AEGINNT substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n -S] 

ANTIGUN AGINNTU opposed to guns [adj] 

ANTIJAM AAIJMNT blocking interfering signals [adj] 

ANTILOG AGILNOT number corresponding to given logarithm [n -S] 

ANTIMAN AAIMNNT antimale (opposed to men (adult human male)) [adj] 

ANTINGS AGINNST ANTING, deliberate placing, by certain birds, of living ants among feathers [n] 

ANTIPOT AINOPTT opposing use of pot (marijuana) [adj] 

ANTIQUE AEINQTU to give appearance of age to [v -D, -UING, -S] 

ANTIRED ADEINRT opposed to communism [adj] 

ANTISAG AAGINST designed to prevent sagging [adj] 

ANTISEX AEINSTX opposed to sexual activity [adj] 

ANTITAX AAINTTX opposing taxes [adj] 

ANTIWAR AAINRTW opposing war [adj] 

ANTLERS AELNRST ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

ANTLIKE AEIKLNT resembling ant (small insect) [adj] 

ANTLION AILNNOT predatory insect [n -S] 

ANTONYM AMNNOTY word opposite in meaning to another [n -S] 

ANTRUMS AMNRSTU ANTRUM, cavity in bone [n] 

ANTSIER AEINRST ANTSY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

ANURANS AANNRSU ANURAN, frog or toad [n] 

ANURIAS AAINRSU ANURIA, absence of urine [n] 

ANUROUS ANORSUU having no tail [adj] 
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ANVILED ADEILNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v] 

ANXIETY AEINTXY painful or apprehensive uneasiness of mind [n -TIES] 

ANXIOUS AINOSUX full of anxiety [adj] 

ANYBODY ABDNOYY person of some importance [n -DIES] 

ANYMORE AEMNORY at present time [adv] 

ANYTIME AEIMNTY at any time [adv] 

ANYWAYS AANSWYY anyway (in any way) [adv] 

ANYWISE AEINSWY in any way [adv] 

AORISTS AIORSST AORIST, verb tense [n] 

AOUDADS AADDOSU AOUDAD, wild sheep [n] 

APACHES AACEHPS APACHE, Parisian gangster [n] 

APAGOGE AAEGGOP establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [n -S] 

APANAGE AAAEGNP appanage (land or revenue granted to member of royal family) [n -S] 

APAREJO AAEJOPR type of saddle [n -S] 

APATITE AAEIPTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

APELIKE AEEIKLP resembling ape (large, tailless primate) [adj] 

APERCUS ACEPRSU APERCU, brief summary [n] 

APERIES AEEIPRS APERY, act of aping (to mimic (to imitate closely)) [n] 

APETALY AAELPTY state of having no petals [n -S] 

APHAGIA AAAGHIP inability to swallow [n -S] 

APHASIA AAAHIPS loss of ability to use words [n -S] 

APHASIC AACHIPS aphasiac (one suffering from aphasia) [n -S] 

APHELIA AAEHILP APHELION, point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n] 

APHESES AEEHPSS APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n] 

APHESIS AEHIPSS loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n -SES] 

APHETIC ACEHIPT APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [adj] 

APHIDES ADEHIPS APHIS, aphid (any of family of small, soft-bodied insects) [n] 

APHONIA AAHINOP loss of voice [n -S] 

APHONIC ACHINOP one affected with aphonia [n -S] 

APHOTIC ACHIOPT lacking light [adj] 

APHTHAE AAEHHPT APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [n] 

APHYLLY AHLLPYY state of being leafless (having no leaves) [n -LLIES] 

APICALS AACILPS APICAL, sound articulated with apex (tip) of tongue [n] 

APICULI ACIILPU APICULUS, sharp point at end of leaf [n] 

APISHLY AHILPSY APISH, slavishly or foolishly imitative [adv] 

APLANAT AAALNPT type of reflecting or refracting surface [n -S] 

APLASIA AAAILPS defective development of organ or part [n -S] 

APLENTY AELNPTY being in sufficient quantity [adj] 

APLITES AEILPST APLITE, fine-grained rock [n] 

APLITIC ACIILPT APLITE, fine-grained rock [adj] 

APLOMBS ABLMOPS APLOMB, self-confidence [n] 

APNOEAL AAELNOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APNOEAS AAENOPS APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [n] 

APNOEIC ACEINOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APOCARP AACOPPR fruit having separated carpels [n -S] 

APOCOPE ACEOOPP omission of last sound of word [n -S] 

APODOUS ADOOPSU apodal (having no feet or footlike appendages) [adj] 
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APOGAMY AAGMOPY form of plant reproduction [n -MIES] 

APOGEAL AAEGLOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

APOGEAN AAEGNOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

APOGEES AEEGOPS APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [n] 

APOGEIC ACEGIOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

APOLLOS ALLOOPS APOLLO, handsome young man [n] 

APOLOGS AGLOOPS APOLOG, apologue (allegory (story presenting moral principle)) [n] 

APOLOGY AGLOOPY expression of regret for some error or offense [n -GIES] 

APOLUNE AELNOPU point in orbit of body which is farthest from moon [n -S] 

APOMICT ACIMOPT organism produced by apomixis [n -S] 

APORIAS AAIOPRS APORIA, expression of doubt for rhetorical effect [n] 

APOSTIL AILOPST marginal note [n -S] 

APOSTLE AELOPST disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n -S] 

APOTHEM AEHMOPT perpendicular from center to any side of regular polygon [n -S] 

APPALLS AALLPPS APPALL, to fill with horror or dismay [v] 

APPARAT AAAPPRT political organization [n -S] 

APPAREL AAELPPR to provide with outer garments [v -LED, -LLED, -LING, -LLING, -S] 

APPEALS AAELPPS APPEAL, to make earnest request [v] 

APPEARS AAEPPRS APPEAR, to come into view [v] 

APPEASE AAEEPPS to bring to state of peace or contentment [v -D, -SING, -S] 

APPENDS ADENPPS APPEND, to add as supplement [v] 

APPLAUD AADLPPU to express approval by clapping hands [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

APPLETS AELPPST APPLET, computer program for simple task [n] 

APPLIED ADEILPP APPLY, to bring into contact with something [v] 

APPLIER AEILPPR APPLEY, resembling or suggestive of apple [adj] 

APPLIER AEILPPR one that applies (to bring into contact with something) [n -S] 

APPLIES AEILPPS APPLY, to bring into contact with something [v] 

APPOINT AINOPPT to name or assign to position or office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

APPOSED ADEOPPS APPOSE, to place side by side [v] 

APPOSER AEOPPRS one that apposes (to place side by side) [n -S] 

APPOSES AEOPPSS APPOSE, to place side by side [v] 

APPRESS AEPPRSS to press close to something else [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

APPRISE AEIPPRS to notify (to inform (to supply with information)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

APPRIZE AEIPPRZ to appraise (to set value on) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

APPROVE AEOPPRV to regard favorably [v -D, -VING, -S] 

APPULSE AELPPSU approach of one moving body toward another [n -S] 

APRAXIA AAAIPRX loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n -S] 

APRAXIC AACIPRX APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [adj] 

APRICOT ACIOPRT edible fruit [n -S] 

APRONED ADENOPR APRON, to provide with apron (garment worn to protect one's clothing) [v] 

APROPOS AOOPPRS relevant (pertaining to matter at hand) [adj] 

APROTIC ACIOPRT being type of solvent [adj] 

APSIDAL AADILPS APSE, domed, semicircular projection of building [adj] 

APSIDES ADEIPSS APSIS, apse (domed, semicircular projection of building) [n] 

APTERAL AAELPRT apterous (having no wings) [adj] 

APTERIA AAEIPRT APTERIUM, bare area of skin between feathers [n] 

APTERYX AEPRTXY kiwi (flightless bird) [n -ES] 
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APTNESS AENPSST quality of being apt (suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

APYRASE AAEPRSY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

AQUAFIT AAFIQTU exercise class in water [n -S] 

AQUARIA AAAIQRU AQUARIUM, water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n] 

AQUATIC AACIQTU organism living or growing in or near water [n -S] 

AQUAVIT AAIQTUV Scandinavian liquor [n -S] 

AQUEOUS AEOQSUU pertaining to water [adj] 

AQUIFER AEFIQRU water-bearing rock formation [n -S] 

AQUIVER AEIQRUV quivering (shake with slight but rapid motion) [adj] 

ARABESK AABEKRS design of intertwined floral figures [n -S] 

ARABICA AAABCIR evergreen shrub that produces coffee beans [n -S] 

ARABIZE AABEIRZ to cause to acquire Arabic customs [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ARABLES AABELRS ARABLE, land suitable for cultivation [n] 

ARAMIDS AADIMRS ARAMID, type of chemical compound [n] 

ARANEID AADEINR spider [n -S] 

ARAROBA AAABORR Brazilian tree [n -S] 

ARAWANA AAAANRW arowana (tropical fish) [n -S]  

ARBITER ABEIRRT one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue [n -S] 

ARBORED ABDEORR having trees [adj] 

ARBORES ABEORRS ARBOR, shady garden shelter [n] 

ARBOURS ABORRSU ARBOUR, shady garden shelter [n] 

ARBUTES ABERSTU ARBUTE, evergreen tree [n] 

ARBUTUS ABRSTUU evergreen tree [n -ES] 

ARCADED AACDDER ARCADE, to provide with arcade (series of arches) [v] 

ARCADES AACDERS ARCADE, to provide with arcade (series of arches) [v] 

ARCADIA AAACDIR region of simple pleasure and quiet [n -S] 

ARCANUM AACMNRU mystery (something that is not or cannot be known, understood, or explained) [n -NA, -S] 

ARCHAEA AAACEHR ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n] / large group of microorganisms [n ARCHAEA] 

ARCHAIC AACCHIR pertaining to earlier time [adj] 

ARCHEAN AACEHNR pertaining to Archean geological eon [adj] 

ARCHERS ACEHRRS ARCHER, one that shoots with bow and arrow [n] 

ARCHERY ACEHRRY sport of shooting with bow and arrow [n -RIES] 

ARCHFOE ACEFHOR principal foe [n -S] 

ARCHILS ACHILRS ARCHIL, orchil (purple dye) [n] 

ARCHINE ACEHINR Russian unit of linear measure [n -S] 

ARCHING ACGHINR ARCH, to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening) [v] 

ARCHING ACGHINR series of arches [n -S]  

ARCHIVE ACEHIRV to file in archive (place where records are kept) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ARCHONS ACHNORS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

ARCHWAY AACHRWY passageway under arch [n -S] 

ARCINGS ACGINRS ARCING, curved form of arc [n] 

ARCKING ACGIKNR ARC, to move in curved course [v] 

ARCSINE ACEINRS inverse function to sine [n -S] 

ARCTICS ACCIRST ARCTIC, warm, waterproof overshoe [n] 

ARCUATE AACERTU curved like bow [adj] 

ARCUSES ACERSSU ARCUS, arch-shaped cloud [n] 

ARDENCY ACDENRY ardor (intensity of emotion) [n -CIES] 
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ARDOURS ADORRSU ARDOUR, ardor (intensity of emotion) [n] 

ARDUOUS ADORSUU involving great labor or hardship [adj] 

AREALLY AAELLRY AREA, particular extent of space or surface [adv] 

AREAWAY AAAERWY sunken area leading to basement entrance [n -S] 

ARENITE AEEINRT rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n -S] 

ARENOSE AEENORS sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

ARENOUS AENORSU arenose (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

AREOLAE AAEELOR AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

AREOLAR AAELORR AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [adj] 

AREOLAS AAELORS AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

AREOLES AEELORS AREOLE, areola (small space in network of leaf veins) [n] 

ARGALAS AAAGLRS ARGALA, type of stork (wading bird) [n] 

ARGALIS AAGILRS ARGALI, wild sheep [n] 

ARGENTS AEGNRST ARGENT, silver [n] 

ARGLING AGGILNR ARGLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

ARGOTIC ACGIORT ARGOT, specialized vocabulary [adj] 

ARGUERS AEGRRSU ARGUER, one that argues (to present reasons for or against) [n] 

ARGUING AGGINRU ARGUE, to present reasons for or against [v] 

ARGUSES AEGRSSU ARGUS, East Indian pheasant [n] 

ARGYLES AEGLRSY ARGYLE, knitting pattern [n] 

ARGYLLS AGLLRSY ARGYLL, argyle (knitting pattern) [n] 

ARIDEST ADEIRST ARID, extremely dry [adj] 

ARIDITY ADIIRTY state of being arid (extremely dry) [n -TIES] 

ARIETTA AAEIRTT short aria [n -S] 

ARIETTE AEEIRTT arietta (short aria) [n -S] 

ARIOSOS AIOORSS ARIOSO, musical passage resembling aria [n] 

ARISING AGIINRS ARISE, to get up [v] 

ARISTAE AAEIRST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

ARISTAS AAIRSST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

ARISTOS AIORSST ARISTO, aristocrat [n] 

ARKOSES AEKORSS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [n] 

ARKOSIC ACIKORS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [adj] 

ARMADAS AAADMRS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n] 

ARMBAND AABDMNR band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body) [n -S] 

ARMFULS AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ARMHOLE AEHLMOR opening for arm in garment [n -S] 

ARMIGER AEGIMRR one who carries armor of knight [n -S] 

ARMILLA AAILLMR thin membrane around stem of certain fungi [n -E, -S] 

ARMINGS AGIMNRS ARMING, act of one that arms [n] 

ARMLESS AELMRSS having no arms [adj] 

ARMLETS AELMRST ARMLET, armband (band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body)) [n] 

ARMLIKE AEIKLMR resembling arm [adj] 

ARMLOAD AADLMOR armful (as much as arm can hold) [n -S] 

ARMLOCK ACKLMOR hold in wrestling [n -S] 

ARMOIRE AEIMORR large, ornate cabinet [n -S] 

ARMORED ADEMORR ARMOR, to furnish with armor (defensive covering) [v] 

ARMORER AEMORRR one that makes or repairs armor [n -S] 
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ARMOURS AMORRSU ARMOUR, to armor (to furnish with armor (defensive covering)) [v] 

ARMOURY AMORRUY armory (place where weapons are stored) [n -RIES] 

ARMPITS AIMPRST ARMPIT, hollow under arm at shoulder [n] 

ARMREST AEMRRST support for arm [n -S] 

ARMSFUL AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ARMURES AEMRRSU ARMURE, woven fabric [n] 

ARNATTO AANORTT annatto (yellowish-red dye) [n -S] 

ARNICAS AACINRS ARNICA, perennial herb [n] 

ARNOTTO ANOORTT tropical tree [n -S] 

AROINTS AINORST AROINT, to drive away [v] 

AROUSAL AALORSU act of arousing (to stimulate) [n -S] 

AROUSED ADEORSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 

AROUSER AEORRSU one that arouses (to stimulate) [n -S] 

AROUSES AEORSSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 

AROWANA AAANORW tropical fish [n -S]  

AROYNTS ANORSTY AROYNT, to aroint (to drive away) [v] 

ARPENTS AENPRST ARPENT, old French unit of area [n] 

ARRACKS AACKRRS ARRACK, Oriental liquor [n] 

ARRAIGN AAGINRR to call before court of law to answer indictment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ARRANGE AAEGNRR to put in definite or proper order [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ARRASED AADERRS ARRAS, tapestry [adj] 

ARRASES AAERRSS ARRAS, tapestry [n] 

ARRAYAL AAALRRY act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ARRAYED AADERRY ARRAY, to place in proper or desired order [v] 

ARRAYER AAERRRY one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ARREARS AAERRRS ARREAR, unpaid and overdue debt [n] 

ARRESTS AERRSST ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority [v] 

ARRISES AEIRRSS ARRIS, ridge formed by meeting of two surfaces [n] 

ARRIVAL AAILRRV act of arriving (to reach destination) [n -S] 

ARRIVED ADEIRRV ARRIVE, to reach destination [v] 

ARRIVER AEIRRRV one that arrives (to reach destination) [n -S] 

ARRIVES AEIRRSV ARRIVE, to reach destination [v] 

ARROBAS AABORRS ARROBA, Spanish unit of weight [n] 

ARROCES ACEORRS ARROZ, rice [n] 

ARROWED ADEORRW ARROW, to indicate proper position of with arrow (linear figure with wedge-shaped end) [v] 

ARROYOS AOORRSY ARROYO, brook or creek [n] 

ARROZES AEORRSZ ARROZ, rice [n] 

ARSENAL AAELNRS collection or supply of weapons [n -S] 

ARSENIC ACEINRS metallic element [n -S] 

ARSHINS AHINRSS ARSHIN, archine (Russian unit of linear measure) [n] 

ARSINES AEINRSS ARSINE, poisonous gas [n] 

ARTICLE ACEILRT to charge with specific offenses [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ARTIEST AEIRSTT ARTY, showily or pretentiously artistic [adj] 

ARTIGIS AGIIRST ARTIGI, atigi (type of Inuit parka) [n] 

ARTISAN AAINRST trained or skilled workman [n -S] 

ARTISTE AEIRSTT skilled public performer [n -S] 

ARTISTS AIRSSTT ARTIST, one who practices one of fine arts [n] 
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ARTLESS AELRSST lacking cunning or guile [adj] 

ARTSIER AEIRRST ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

ARTSIES AEIRSST ARTSIE, student in arts program [n] 

ARTWORK AKORRTW illustrative or decorative work in printed matter [n -S] 

ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n]  

ARUGOLA AAGLORU arugula (European annual herb) [n -S] 

ARUGULA AAGLRUU European annual herb [n -S] 

ARUSPEX AEPRSUX haruspex (soothsayer of ancient Rome) [n -ICES] 

ASARUMS AAMRSSU ASARUM, perennial herb [n] 

ASCARED AACDERS afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

ASCARID AACDIRS parasitic worm [n -S] 

ASCARIS AACIRSS ascarid (parasitic worm) [n -IDES, -ES] 

ASCENDS ACDENSS ASCEND, to go or move upward [v] 

ASCENTS ACENSST ASCENT, act of ascending (to go or move upward) [n] 

ASCESES ACEESSS ASCESIS, conduct of ascetic [n] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASCETIC ACCEIST one who practices extreme self-denial for religious reasons [n -S] 

ASCIDIA AACDIIS ASCIDIUM, flask-shaped plant appendage [n] 

ASCITES ACEISST accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [n -S] 

ASCITIC ACCIIST ASCITES, accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [adj] 

ASCRIBE ABCEIRS to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v -D, -BING, -S] 

ASEISMIC ACEIIMSS not subject to earthquakes [adj] 

ASEPSES AEEPSSS ASEPSIS, condition of being aseptic [n] 

ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic [n -SES] 

ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj] 

ASEXUAL AAELSUX occurring or performed without sexual action [adj] 

ASHAMED AADEHMS feeling shame, guilt, or disgrace [adj] 

ASHCAKE AACEHKS cornmeal cake [n -S] 

ASHCANS AACHNSS ASHCAN, metal receptacle for garbage [n] 

ASHFALL AAFHLLS deposit of volcanic ash [n -S] 

ASHIEST AEHISST ASHY, covered with ashes [adj] 

ASHLARS AAHLRSS ASHLAR, to build with squared stones [v] 

ASHLERS AEHLRSS ASHLER, to ashlar (to build with squared stones) [v] 

ASHLESS AEHLSSS having no ashes [adj] 

ASHPANS AAHNPSS ASHPAN, tray under grate to catch ashes [n] 

ASHRAMA AAAHMRS stage of life in Hinduism [n -S] 

ASHRAMS AAHMRSS ASHRAM, secluded dwelling of Hindu sage [n] 

ASHTRAY AAHRSTY receptacle for tobacco ashes [n -S] 

ASIAGOS AAGIOSS ASIAGO, Italian cheese [n]  

ASININE AEIINNS obstinately stupid or silly [adj] 

ASKANCE AACEKNS with side glance [adv] 

ASKARIS AAIKRSS ASKARI, soldier or police officer of eastern Africa [n] 

ASKESES AEEKSSS ASKESIS, ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES] 

ASKINGS AGIKNSS ASKING, act of one who asks [n] 

ASOCIAL AACILOS one that avoids company of others [n -S] 

ASPECTS ACEPSST ASPECT, appearance of something to eye or mind [n] 
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ASPERSE AEEPRSS to spread false charges against [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ASPHALT AAHLPST to coat with asphalt (substance used for paving and roofing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASPHYXY AHPSXYY asphyxia (unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen) [n -XIES] 

ASPIRED ADEIPRS ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

ASPIRER AEIPRRS aspirant (one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition)) [n -S] 

ASPIRES AEIPRSS ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

ASPIRIN AIINPRS pain reliever [n -S] 

ASPISES AEIPSSS ASPIS, aspic (asp (venomous snake)) [n] 

ASPRAWL AALPRSW sprawling [adj] 

ASQUINT AINQSTU with sidelong glance [adv] 

ASRAMAS AAAMRSS ASRAMA, ashram (secluded dwelling of Hindu sage) [n] 

ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSAILS AAILSSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSAULT AALSSTU to attack (to set upon violently) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSAYED AADESSY ASSAY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish) [v] 

ASSAYER AAERSSY one that assays (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [n -S] 

ASSEGAI AAEGISS to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSENTS AENSSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v] 

ASSERTS AERSSST ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

ASSHOLE AEHLOSS offensive word [n -S] 

ASSIGNS AGINSSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSISTS AISSSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v] 

ASSIZES AEISSSZ ASSIZE, session of legislative or judicial body [n] 

ASSLIKE AEIKLSS resembling ass (hoofed mammal) [adj] 

ASSOILS AILOSSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

ASSORTS AORSSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v] 

ASSUAGE AAEGSSU to make less severe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ASSUMED ADEMSSU ASSUME, to take on [v] 

ASSUMER AEMRSSU one that assumes (to take on) [n -S] 

ASSUMES AEMSSSU ASSUME, to take on [v] 

ASSURED ADERSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASSURED ADERSSU insured person [n -S] 

ASSURER AERRSSU one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n -S] 

ASSURES AERSSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASSUROR AORRSSU assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n -S] 

ASSWAGE AAEGSSW to assuage (to make less severe) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S] 

ASTATIC AACISTT unstable (not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [adj] 

ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S] 

ASTHENY AEHNSTY asthenia (lack of strength) [n -NIES] 

ASTHMAS AAHMSST ASTHMA, respiratory disease [n] 

ASTILBE ABEILST Asian perennial [n -S] 

ASTOUND ADNOSTU to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

ASTRICT ACIRSTT to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTRIDE ADEIRST with one leg on each side [adv] 
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ASTYLAR AALRSTY having no columns [adj] 

ASUNDER ADENRSU into pieces [adv] 

ASYLUMS ALMSSUY ASYLUM, institution for care of mentally ill [n] 

ATABALS AAABLST ATABAL, type of drum [n] 

ATACTIC AACCITT showing no regularity of structure [adj] 

ATAGHAN AAAGHNT yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

ATALAYA AAAALTY watchtower [n -S] 

ATAMANS AAAMNST ATAMAN, hetman (cossack leader) [n] 

ATARAXY AAARTXY ataraxia (peace of mind) [n -XIES] 

ATAVISM AAIMSTV reappearance of genetic characteristic after several generations of absence [n -S] 

ATAVIST AAISTTV individual displaying atavism [n -S]  

ATAXIAS AAAISTX ATAXIA, loss of muscular coordination [n] 

ATAXICS AACISTX ATAXIC, one suffering from ataxia [n] 

ATAXIES AAEISTX ATAXY, ataxia (loss of muscular coordination) [n] 

ATELIER AEEILRT workshop or studio [n -S] 

ATEMOYA AAEMOTY fruit of hybrid tropical tree [n -S] 

ATHEISM AEHIMST belief that there is no God [n -S] 

ATHEIST AEHISTT believer in atheism [n -S]  

ATHIRST AHIRSTT having strong desire [adj] 

ATHLETE AEEHLTT one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility [n -S] 

ATHODYD ADDHOTY type of jet engine [n -S] 

ATHWART AAHRTTW from side to side [adv] 

ATINGLE AEGILNT tingling [adj] 

ATISHOO AHIOOST ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

ATLASES AAELSST ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n] 

ATOMICS ACIMOST science dealing with atoms [n ATOMICS] 

ATOMIES AEIMOST ATOMY, tiny particle [n] 

ATOMISE AEIMOST to atomize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ATOMISM AIMMOST theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles [n -S] 

ATOMIST AIMOSTT adherent of atomism (theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles) [n -S] 

ATOMIZE AEIMOTZ to reduce to fine spray [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

ATONIAS AAINOST ATONIA, atony (muscular weakness) [n] 

ATONICS ACINOST ATONIC, unaccented syllable or word [n] 

ATONIES AEINOST ATONY, muscular weakness [n] 

ATONING AGINNOT ATONE, to make amends or reparation [v] 

ATOPIES AEIOPST ATOPY, type of allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [n] 

ATRESIA AAEIRST absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n -S]  

ATRESIC ACEIRST ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

ATRETIC ACEIRTT ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

ATRIUMS AIMRSTU ATRIUM, main room of ancient Roman house [n] 

ATROPHY AHOPRTY to waste away [v -HIED, -ING, -HIES] 

ATROPIN AINOPRT atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S] 

ATTABOY AABOTTY expression of encouragement or approval to man or boy [n -S] 

ATTACHE AACEHTT diplomatic official [n -S] 

ATTACKS AACKSTT ATTACK, to set upon violently [v] 
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ATTAINS AAINSTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTAINT AAINTTT to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTEMPT AEMPTTT to make effort to do or accomplish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTENDS ADENSTT ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 

ATTIRED ADEIRTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

ATTIRES AEIRSTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

ATTORNS ANORSTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

ATTRACT AACRTTT to cause to approach or adhere [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v] 

ATTUNED ADENTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

ATTUNES AENSTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

AUBADES AABDESU AUBADE, morning song [n] 

AUBERGE ABEEGRU inn [n -S] 

AUBURNS ABNRSUU AUBURN, reddish brown color [n] 

AUCTION ACINOTU to sell publicly to highest bidder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUCUBAS AABCSUU AUCUBA, shrub of dogwood family [n] 

AUDIBLE ABDEILU to call substitute play in football [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AUDIBLY ABDILUY in way so as to be heard [adv] 

AUDIENT ADEINTU one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n -S] 

AUDILES ADEILSU AUDILE, one whose mental imagery is chiefly auditory [n] 

AUDINGS ADGINSU AUDING, process of hearing, recognizing, and interpreting spoken language [n] 

AUDISMS ADIMSSU AUDISM, anti-deaf discrimination [n]  

AUDISTS ADISSTU AUDIST, one that engages in audism [n]  

AUDITED ADDEITU AUDIT, to examine with intent to verify [v] 

AUDITEE ADEEITU one that is audited [n -S] 

AUDITOR ADIORTU one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n -S] 

AUGENDS ADEGNSU AUGEND, number to which another is to be added [n] 

AUGITES AEGISTU AUGITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AUGITIC ACGIITU AUGITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

AUGMENT AEGMNTU to increase (to make or become greater) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUGURAL AAGLRUU pertaining to augury (practice of auguring) [adj] 

AUGURED ADEGRUU AUGUR, to foretell from omens [v] 

AUGURER AEGRRUU one that augurs (to foretell from omens) [n -S] 

AUKLETS AEKLSTU AUKLET, small auk [n] 

AULDEST ADELSTU AULD, old (living or existing for relatively long time) [adj] 

AUNTIES AEINSTU AUNTIE, aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n] / AUNTY [n] 

AURALLY AALLRUY AURAL, pertaining to sense of hearing [adv] 

AURATED AADERTU aurate (having ears) [adj] 

AUREATE AAEERTU golden (of color of gold) [adj] 

AUREOLA AAELORU halo [n -E, -S] 

AUREOLE AEELORU to surround with halo [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AURICLE ACEILRU ear or ear-shaped part [n -S] 

AURISTS AIRSSTU AURIST, specialist in diseases of ear [n] 

AUROCHS ACHORSU extinct European ox [n -ES] 

AURORAE AAEORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [n] 
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AURORAL AALORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AURORAS AAORRSU AURORA, rising light of morning [n] 

AUSFORM AFMORSU to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUSPICE ACEIPSU favorable omen [n -S] 

AUSTERE AEERSTU grave in disposition or appearance [adj -R, -ST]  

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

AUSUBOS ABOSSUU AUSUBO, tropical tree [n] 

AUTARCH AACHRTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AUTARKY AAKRTUY national economic self-sufficiency [n -KIES] 

AUTEURS AERSTUU AUTEUR, creator of film [n] 

AUTHORS AHORSTU AUTHOR, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [v] 

AUTISMS AIMSSTU AUTISM, extreme withdrawal into fantasy [n] 

AUTISTS AISSTTU AUTIST, autistic (one who is affected with autism) [n] 

AUTOBUS ABOSTUU bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

AUTOING AGINOTU AUTO, to ride in automobile [v] 

AUTOMAN AAMNOTU automobile maker [n -MEN] 

AUTOMAT AAMOTTU type of cafeteria [n -S] 

AUTOMEN AEMNOTU AUTOMAN, automobile maker [n] / pl. of automan [n] 

AUTONYM AMNOTUY name by which people refers to itself [n -S] 

AUTOPEN AENOPTU device for imitating signatures [n -S] 

AUTOPSY AOPSTUY to examine dead body to determine cause of death [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

AUTUMNS AMNSTUU AUTUMN, season of year [n] 

AUXESES AEESSUX AUXESIS, increase in cell size without cell division [n] 

AUXESIS AEISSUX increase in cell size without cell division [n -SES] 

AUXETIC ACEITUX substance that promotes auxesis [n -S] 

AUXINIC ACIINUX AUXIN, substance used to regulate plant growth [adj] 

AVAILED AADEILV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v] 

AVARICE AACEIRV greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n -S] 

AVATARS AAARSTV AVATAR, incarnation of Hindu deity [n] 

AVELLAN AAELLNV having four arms shaped like filberts -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

AVENGED ADEEGNV AVENGE, to exact retribution for [v] 

AVENGER AEEGNRV one that avenges (to exact retribution for) [n -S] 

AVENGES AEEGNSV AVENGE, to exact retribution for [v] 

AVENSES AEENSSV AVENS, perennial herb [n] 

AVENUES AEENSUV AVENUE, wide street [n] 

AVERAGE AAEEGRV to calculate arithmetic mean of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AVERRED ADEERRV AVER, to declare positively [v] 

AVERTED ADEERTV AVERT, to turn away [v] 

AVERTER AEERRTV one that averts (to turn away) [n -S] 

AVGASES AAEGSSV AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

AVIATED AADEITV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATES AAEISTV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATIC AACIITV AVIATION, act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [adj] 

AVIATOR AAIORTV one that aviates (to fly aircraft) [n -S] 

AVIDINS ADIINSV AVIDIN, protein found in egg white [n] 

AVIDITY ADIITVY state of being avid (eager (impatiently longing)) [n -TIES] 

AVIONIC ACIINOV AVIONICS, science of electronics applied to aviation [adj] 
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AVOCADO AACDOOV edible fruit of tropical tree [n -ES, -S] 

AVOCETS ACEOSTV AVOCET, shore bird [n] 

AVODIRE ADEIORV African tree [n -S] 

AVOIDED ADDEIOV AVOID, to keep away from [v] 

AVOIDER ADEIORV one that avoids (to keep away from) [n -S] 

AVOSETS AEOSSTV AVOSET, avocet (shore bird) [n] 

AVOWALS AALOSVW AVOWAL, open declaration [n] 

AVOWERS AEORSVW AVOWER, one that avows (to declare openly) [n] 

AVOWING AGINOVW AVOW, to declare openly [v] 

AVULSED ADELSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AVULSES AELSSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AWAITED AADEITW AWAIT, to wait for [v] 

AWAITER AAEIRTW one that awaits (to wait for) [n -S] 

AWAKENS AAEKNSW AWAKEN, to awake (to wake up) [v] 

AWAKING AAGIKNW AWAKE, to wake up [v] 

AWARDED AADDERW AWARD, to grant as due or merited [v] 

AWARDEE AADEERW one that is awarded something [n -S] 

AWARDER AADERRW one that awards (to grant as due or merited) [n -S] 

AWELESS AEELSSW lacking awe [adj] 

AWESOME AEEMOSW inspiring awe [adj] 

AWFULLY AFLLUWY AWFUL, extremely bad or unpleasant [adv] 

AWLWORT ALORTWW aquatic plant [n -S] 

AWNINGS AGINNSW AWNING, rooflike canvas cover [n] 

AWNLESS AELNSSW AWN, bristlelike appendage of certain grasses [adj] 

AXIALLY AAILLXY AXIAL, pertaining to or forming axis [adv] 

AXILLAE AAEILLX AXILLA, armpit (hollow under arm at shoulder) [n] 

AXILLAR AAILLRX feather on undersurface of bird's wing [n -S] 

AXILLAS AAILLSX AXILLA, armpit (hollow under arm at shoulder) [n] 

AXOLOTL ALLOOTX salamander of Mexico and western United States [n -S] 

AXONEME AEEMNOX part of cilium [n -S] 

AXSEEDS ADEESSX AXSEED, European herb [n] 

AZALEAS AAAELSZ AZALEA, flowering shrub [n] 

AZIMUTH AHIMTUZ angle of horizontal deviation [n -S] 

AZOTISE AEIOSTZ to azotize (to treat with nitrogen) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AZOTIZE AEIOTZZ to treat with nitrogen [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AZULEJO AEJLOUZ type of ceramic tile [n -S] 

AZURITE AEIRTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AZYGOUS AGOSUYZ not being one of pair [adj] 
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